ICE RINK CHILLERS

ZERO ZONE

More than a quarter century of experience in over 100 ice rink facilities in the United States, Canada, China, Japan, Korea, and Russia.
ICE RINK CHILLERS

Whether you are building a small community indoor rink, a larger stadium facility or an outdoor seasonal rink, you can count on Zero Zone to deliver the right solution for your refrigeration needs. For over 26 years, Zero Zone refrigeration experts have been designing and manufacturing quality chiller packages for hockey rinks, figure skating, and curling rinks. We offer a range of options, custom-tailored to your specifications.

- Zero Zone ColdLoop™ Indirect Chiller Packages
  - Under-Floor Glycol
  - Low GWP Halocarbon Refrigerants
- Environmentally-Friendly Chiller Options
  - CO₂
  - Ammonia
- Indoor or Outdoor Systems
- Air-Cooled, Evaporative-Cooled or Water-Cooled
- PLC controls with Internet Remote Access
- Energy-Saving Heat Recovery Systems
- Plate-Type Heat Exchangers
  - Optimized Efficiency
  - Reduced Space Requirements
- The Newest Compressor Technologies
- New Construction Chillers
- Replacement Chillers
- Engineering Consultation
- Friendly, Personalized Service
- Fast Response